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THE BLOW-UP SURFACE FOR NONLINEAR WAVE
EQUATIONS WITH SMALL SPATIAL VELOCITY

AVNER FRIEDMAN AND LUC OSWALD

ABSTRACT. Consider the Cauchy problem for utt — e2Au = f(u) in space di-

mension < 3 where f{u) is superlinear and nonnegative. The solution blows up

on a surface t = 4>e(x). Denote by t = d>(x) the blow-up surface corresponding

to v" = /(«). It is proved that \</>e(x)-<p(x)\ < Ce2, |Vf>£(x) -tp(x))\ < Ce2

in a neighborhood of any point zrj where (p(xo) < oo.

1. The main results. Let

* = £;£.     *-£-«*     «•>«

i=l       «

and consider the Cauchy problem

(1.1) UEue = f(ue)    inRw x (0,oo),

(1.2) ue(x,0) = g(x),        xeRN,

(1.3) —u£(x,0) = h(x),        xeRN.

Here f(u) is a superlinear function such as (u+)p; more generally we shall assume

that / > 0, / € G4(R); there exists a un > 0 such that

f(u) > 0,    f'(u) > 0,    f"(u) > 0       if u > uo;

(f(u)/up) -> 1    if u -* oo, p > 1;

(1 4) limsup(/'(U)/UP-1) <p+(p- l)/2;

liminfj/^tij/u"-1) > 0;
u—►OO

\f{j)(u)\ < Cu1"'3    if u > «o, 2 < j < 4.

We also assume that

(1.5) N < 3

and

n a ge C5(RN), heC4(RN)    if N = 2,3;
U   ' o./ieG^R1) if AT = 1.
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Sufficient conditions for nonexistence of global solutions of (1.1)—(1.3) are given

in [3-7]. In this paper we are interested in the behavior of (blowing-up) solutions

ue of (1.1)—(1.3) as e —> 0. This is naturally related to the behavior of the solutions

of the ordinary differential equation

(1.7) ^T = /(u)    for*>°

under the Cauchy conditions

(1.8) u(x,0)=g(x),        ut(x,0) = h(x).

For each fixed x the solution of (1.7), (1.8) exists for 0 < t < (p(x) where either

4>(x) = oo or (p(x) < oo; in the latter case it can be shown (see §2) that u(x, t) —» oo

if i —»• (p(x), and we say that u(x,t) blows up at time t = 4>(x). The surface

{t = (p(x)} is called the blow up surface for u.

Caffarelli and Friedman [1] proved that if N = 1 then there exists a unique

classical solution of (1.1)—(1.3) for all 0 < t < (pe(x) where either (p£(x) = oo (no

blow-up) or else (pe(x) < oo for all iGR1 and <pe € C1, |$g(a;)| < 1/e; further,

ue(x,t) —> oo if t —► (pe(x). In [2] they extended these results to N = 2,3 under

some restrictions on the Cauchy data (in addition to (1.6)). We shall recall a slightly

simplified version of their result in case e = 1; this will be needed in the sequel.

Introduce the sets

K£(x0, t0) = {(x, t); \x - x0[ < e(t0 -t), 0 < t < t0},

BR(xo) = {\x-x0\<R},        BR = BR(0),

Kr,t=   U  Ke(x,T).
xeBR

We shall assume, in addition to (1.5), (1.6), the following conditions:

(1.9) the solution w of w"(t) = f(w), t > 0 with w(0) = w'(0) = 7 blows up in
finite time T, where 7 > uo, T > 0;

(, irn 9(x) > 27, h(x) > 27    inBR+T,

1       ' \Vg\ + [V2g[ + \Vh[<ri    inBR+T,n>0.

THEOREM 1.1 [2]. Ifr\ is sufficiently small, depending on R, 7, T, then there

exists a classical solution uy(x,t) of (1.1)-(1.3) with e = 1 in KRT n fi where

fi = {(x,t);x € Sfi+T, 0 < t < (py(x)}, and it satisfies

(i)0<*i(*)<T,
(ii) ui (x, t) —► 00 if t —* (py (x) — 0,

(iii) (py E C1(BR+T) and |V<pi(x)| < 1. The solution is unique in KRT and it

belongs to C3'1.

The proof of existence of uy begins by constructing a sequence of finite valued

solutions Un where Uq = 0 and

OiUn+i = f{Un)    inR^x^oo),

Un+1(x,0) = g(x),     ^-Un+y(x,0) = h(x)        (XGRN).

One shows that

(1.12) Un(x,t)<Un+1(x,t)    inKRtT
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and that Un+y (x, t) —► uy (x, t) as n —► oo, where uy satisfies the properties asserted

in Theorem 1.1.

Consider the case

(1.13) (p(0) < oo.

In §2 we shall prove

LEMMA 1.2.   7/(1.13) holds then there exists an R' > 0 such that

(1.14) 0 < <p(x) < oo    ifxeBR>,

(1.15) (PeCl(BRI).

Actually tp belongs to C4(BR<), but this fact will not be needed.

In §3 we shall prove

LEMMA 1.3. Fix any T such that (p(0) < T < oo. Then there exist R >

0, C > 0 and eo > 0 such that if 0 < e < £n then there exists a unique solution

ue o/(l.l)-(1.3) m7<"^Tnfi^iT where flRT = {(x,t);x € BR+T, 0<t<(p£(x)}

and

(i) 0 < <pe(x) < T,

(ii) u£(x,t) -»oc if t —► (p£(x) — 0, x G BR,

(iii) <p£ € C1(Br+t) and \V(p£(x)[ < C; the solution belongs to C3'1.

We can now state the main results of this paper in case (p(0) < oo.

THEOREM 1.4. 7/(1.4)-(1.6) hold and(p(0) < oo then there exist positive con-

tants R, C such that, for all e sufficiently small,

(1.16) snp\(pE(x) - (p(x)\ <Ce2,
BR

(1.17) sup|V(^(x)-</.(x))|C£2.
Br

Theorem 1.4 will be proved in §§4-6.

Observe that Lemma 1.2 implies that the set D = {x € R^, (p(x) < oo} if open,

and Theorem 1.4 implies that the solution ue exists for 0 < t < (p£(x) and x in any

compact subset Do of D; further

[(p£(x) - (p(x)\ < Cs2   Vxe7)0,

[V((P£(x)-(P(x))[<Ce2   VxeD0.

In §7 we shall consider the case 0(0) = oo and derive growth rates for (p£(0) as

e->0.

2. The equation u" = f(u). Throughout §§2-6 we assume that (1.13) holds.

Set

F(u)= f f(s)ds.
Jo

From (1.7), (1.8) we obtain

(2.1) u2 - h2(x) = 2[F(u) - F(g(x))]    if t < <t>(x),
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and then also

f00 _du_

( ' ] ^ " Jg(x) \2F(u) - 2F(g(x)) + h*(x)]W

provided, say, g(x) > Uo (so that the denominator in the integrand is well defined).

Set
/■OO J

(2.3) T(7,<5)=^    [2F(u)_2f'(7)+<52]1/2

for 7 > uo, 6 > 0. Then T(^,6) is the blow-up time of (1.7) subject to u(0) =

7, u'(0) = 6. Using (1.4) we can easily show that u'(t) > 0, u"(t) > 0 if t > 0

and then, from the differential equation for du/d^, du/d^ remains positive for all

0 < t < T(7,<5). It follows that dT/d-f < 0. Since

dT_     1 f°°_du_
di ~    S+ f{-l} j1    [2F(u) - 2F(i) + <52]3/2'

we deduce that

(2.4) \dT/di\ < 1/6.

Next
dTf00_du_

db ~      J1    [2F(u) - 2F(7) + 62}W

so that

(2.5) \dT/d6[ < T/6.

The assumption (p(0) < oo implies that

(2.6) m(0, t) -> oo    if t — d>(0).

Indeed, if u(0,tn) remains bounded for a sequence tn —> 0(0), then, by (2.1), also

ut(0,tn) remains bounded.   But then the solution u(0,t) of uu = f(u) can be

extended to tn < t < tn + 6 with 8 positive and independent of n, which is a

contradiction if n is large enough.

From (2.6) and (2.1) we get

(2.7) ut(0,t)^oo    iff-+0(0).

Consequently, for any 7 > u0 there exists a t0 e (0,0(0)) such that u(0,to) >

7, ut (0, fo) > 7 and, by continuity

(2.8) u(x,to) > 7,    ut(x,t0) > 7       H xe BRo

for some Ro > 0. Using (1.4) we easily deduce that u(x,t) blows up in finite time

(p(x) for any x e BRo. Further, analogously to (2.2), we have

(2.9) (p(x) = t0 + T(u(x,to), ut(x,t0)),        xeBRo.

Since u(x,t0) and ut(x, to) vary smoothly with x and since (2.4), (2.5) hold, we

conclude:
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LEMMA 2.1.   (peC1(BRo).
Set

flp = {(x,t); xeBp, 0<t< <b(x), p < Ro}.

LEMMA 2.2. For any 0 < R < Rq there exist positive constants C and c such

that

(2.10) \Dau(x, t)\ < C(qb(x) - t)-(P«+M-2)    ,„ nR

where q = 2/(p - 1), 0 < \a[ < 2, and

(2.11) c((P(x) - f)-(P«+>-2) < D{u(x, t) < C(<P(x) - t)-<w+i-»>    in flR

for 0 < j < 3.

PROOF. From (2.1), by integration,

f°°    _du_-M \-
L<x,t) \h2(x) + 2F(u) - 2F(g(x))Y/2 ' 0(X)     '"

Since F(u) ~ up+1/(p + 1) as u -+ oo, the estimate (2.11) for u readily follows.

Next using (2.1) we can establish (2.11) for Dtu, and using (1.7) we can further

establish (2.11) for j = 2 and then (from uttt = f'(u)ut) for j = 3.

To prove (2.10) we introduce (cf. [2]) the functions

Jy=Cyut±Dau,    [a\ = l,

J2 = C2utt ± Dau,    \a[ = 2,

with Cy,C2 positive constants. For any xq e BR we can choose 8 > 0 and ty e

(O,0(xo)) such that u(x,ty) > u0 and D{u(x,ty) > 1 ife e Bs(xQ) (0 < j < 3).

Hence, if Cy is large enough then Jy(x,ty) > 0 and Jy,t(x,ty) > 0 for x e Bg(xo).

Since

d2Jy/dt2 = f'(u)Jy,

we can easily deduce by a continuity argument that Jy (x, t) remains positive for

ty <t < 0(x), if X e Bfi(x0).

Next we choose C2 such that J2(x,ty) > 0 and J2<t(x,ty) > 0 for x e Bg(x0).

We have

^T - /»J2 + f"M(C2U2 ± D^uD^u)

where fiy+ /32 = a. Since Jy > 0, if C2 is large enough then the coefficient of f"(u)

is positive. Hence, by a continuity argument, J2(x,t) > 0 if x e Bg(x0), ty < t <

0(x). Combining the positivity of Jy,J2 with (2.11), the estimate (2.10) follows.

3. Proof of Lemma 1.3. In the sequence we shall need an integral representa-

tion for solutions of the inhomogeneous wave equation. The formula has a different

form depending on the space dimension TV. We shall consider only the case TV = 3;

the cases TV = 1,2 can be treated in a similar way.

For TV = 3 we have

w(x,t) = — w1(x + et£)dujl: + —T- w0(x + ettl)doJi
47r-/|£|=i dt4njlil=1

If1 f
+ — /   (t — s)ds h(x + e(t — s)r), s) dcjr,

4tt Jo J\r,\=i
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where

wo(y) = w(y,0),        wy(y)=wt(y,0),        h(y,t) =U£w(y,t).

For any Ry > 0, 0 < e < 1 we can construct a solution u£ of (1.1)—(1.3) in KRi CTi

provided ay is sufficiently small, independently of e. In fact, define an operator S

by

(3.2) (Sw)(x, i) = G(x, t) + ^- I  (t-s)ds I       f(w(x + e(t - s)n, s)) dw„,
47r Jo Jm=i

where

(3.3) G(x,t) = -j-[       h(x + et£)dwt+ %-■?- f       g(x + et^doj^.
47rJ|£|=i ot4irJl(l=y

The domain of S is taken to be

XaiiMi ={weC°(KRi)(Ti);snp\w\<My}

where

My = 1+  sup  |C?|.
R, ,T

Then, if rri is sufficiently small, S maps XCTum1 into itself and it is a contraction.

It follows that S has a fixed point, which is clearly a solution u£ of (1.1)—(1.3). If

u£ is another solution in KRliCT2 then we easily deduce that

||Su£-S«e||<i||t2£-«£||

where the norm is the supremum norm in KRl,a with a small enough, depending

on ||u£||. It follows that u£ = u£ if 0 < t < a, and by a step-by-step argument, also

if 0 < t < min(cji,rj2).

Since D£(7)(7£) = f'(u£)(Du£), we can apply (3.1) to Du£ and, by estimating

successively the right-hand side, we find that

\Du£[<M[    inKRu<Ti

provided ay is small enough; ay and M[ are independent of e. Similarly

(3.4) \Dau£\<M[    mKRuVx, \a\ < 3,

with another constant M[.

From (3.4) it follows that any sequence £ -+ 0 has a subsequence such that

(3.5) Dau£ -► Dav in (L°°(KRi CT[))* weakly; 0 < |a| < 3, and, therefore

(3.6) Dau£ —> Dav uniformly in compact subsets of f]e, KRu(Ti; 0 < |a| < 2.

Hence

(3.7) v(x,t)=u(x,t)

where u is the solution of (1.7), (1.8) and (3.5), (3.6) hold for all e-* 0.

We wish to extend the solution u£ beyond t = ay. To do this we repeat the

previous proof, considering S in the space

Xa2,M2 = {we C0(KR2<a2),w = u£ in KR2„2 n{t < cr^supM < Mj}
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for any R2 < Ry, M2 = My +1 and some a2 > ay. Then S is a contraction if a2 —ay

is sufficiently small, depending on M2.  As before we can establish (3.5)-(3.7) in

nR2,<T2-

We can carry out the above procedure with 03, T?3, M3,0-4, R4, M4, etc.; however,

the numbers &j+y — aj are decreasing since the Mj are increasing. Let

(3.8) a < inf <j>(x),        0 < R < Ry, Ry small.
Br,

We claim that the above procedure yields, in a finite number j0 of steps (j0 inde-

pendent of e) a solution u£ in KR -. Indeed, from (3.8) we have that

\Dau(x,t)\ <C    inBRl x [0,a] (\a[ < 3).

Hence, in view of (3.5)-(3.7) we may repeat the previous construction of u£ but

with the following modifications: at each step j we must take e < Ej so that for

I a I < 2 we have \Dau£[ < C + 1 in KRjt(Tj. Hence we obtain the bound C + 2

instead of M3 for |Z?Que| in KRj + uC,i + i (\a\ < 2). Next, by Gronwall's inequality

we can derive a bound MJ+1, independent of e, for |7)ait£| in KRj+lt(Tj+1 where

|a| = 3. We have £1 > e2 > ■ ■ ■. However, the differences aj+y — a3 remain

uniformly positive independently of the choice of the Rj; say aj+y —aj>8>0 (ej

depends on Rj). Choosing j0 = [cr/8] + 1, and Rj = Ry — (Ry — R)/jo, we obtain

the desired solution u£ in Ke- .. Further,
H,<7

(3.9) Dau£ —> Dau uniformly in compact subsets of BR x [0,cr], 0 < |q| < 2.

Choosing 7?i sufficiently small, we can take a sufficiently close to 0(0). Hence in

view of (2.8), (3.9) we have

(3.10) u£(x,t0) > 27, u£<t(x,t0) >27    iixeB2R,

provided 27? < 7?, where 7 > uq and fo is some point in (0,cr).

We now introduce the scaled functions

U£(x,t) = u£(ex,t)    for t > to-

Then DyU£ = f(U£). Setting g£(x) = U£(x,t0), h£(x) = Ue<t(x,t0), we have

(3.11) \Vg£\ + \Vh£\<Cs,        [V2ge\<Ce2.

Using (3.10), (3.11) we can now apply the proof of Theorem 1.4 (as given in

[2]) in order to establish the existence of a unique solution U£ in K}R/£\ T fl {f >

fo} fl (f < 4>£(x)} for all £ small enough, and the estimate

(3-12) Ue,t > (c0/e)\VxUe\,       c0 > 0 :

the function U£(x/e, t) is then the unique extension of the solution u£ to {f < (p£(x)},

where 4>£(x) = <j>(ex). It will be shown below that

(3.13) 4>£(x) < T.

Then, the assertion (ii) of Lemma 1.3 follows (from the proof of Theorem 1.4 for

U£), and (p£ e C1. Further, from (3.12) we deduce that |V0e| < 1/co and thus

Lemma 1.3 follows.
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To prove (3.13) let Ws(t) (8 positive and small) be the solution of

WZ = f(Ws)    iff>f0,

(3.14) W6(to) = u(0,t0)-26,

W^(t0) = ut(0,to)-28.

We shall compare Ws with U£ in K'R/£)tT. By (3.9), if T? is small enough, depending

on 8, then

f315l Ws(to)<U£(x,t0)-8,

' W'6(to) < U£tt(x,t0) -8   in B{R/£)+T

provided e is sufficiently small. Also,

(3.16) \VU£(x,t0)\<Ce<8   iie<8/C.

Hence, by a comparison argument based on the representation (3.1), (3.2) (cf. the

proof of Lemma 2.3 in [2]), it follows that

Ws(t)<U£(x,t)   mK,R/e)tT,

and thus 0£(x) < Ts where Tg is the blow-up time for Ws. By the results of §2 (cf.

(2.4), (2.5)), ]TB - (p(x)[ < Cy8. Consequently

(3.17) <p£(x)<<P(x) + Cy8,

and (3.13) follows.

REMARK 3.1.  If we replace —8 by +8 in (3.14) then the previous argument

yields the estimate

(3.18) (p£(x) >4>(x)-Cy6.

4. Estimating u£ — u.

LEMMA 4.1.   If R is sufficiently small then for any compact subset Do of

flR = {(x,t); xeBR, 0<f <0(x)}

there exists a constant C such that

(4.1) |w£ — u\ < Ce2    in D0,

(4.2) \u£tt - ut\ < Ce2    in D0

if e is sufficiently small.

PROOF. By the estimates of §3 we deduce that if p is sufficiently small then

(4.3) \Dau£[<C   for0<|a|<3

provided (x, t) e Do and |x| < p.  Similarly, for any xo € BR the estimate (4.3)

holds on {(x,f) € Do, x e Bp(xq)}, where C and p can be taken independently of

Xo- It follows that (4.3) holds in Do-
We can then write

(4.4) -^u£ = f(u£) + h£,        \h£\ = [e2Au£\ < Cs2.
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Representing u in the form

(4.5) u(x, t) = g(x) + th(x) + / (f - r)f(u(x, t)) dr
Jo

and, similarly,

u£(x, t) = g(x) + th(x) +      (t- r)f(u£(x, r)) dr
(4-6) ( Jo

+ /  (t-T)h£(x,r)dr
Jo

and taking the difference, we get

|u£(x,f) -u(x,t)\ <C      |ue(x,r) -u(x,r)| + C£2
Jo

provided Do is taken to be a subgraph in the f-direction, and (4.1) follows.

Similarly

d2
Q-^Ut,t = f'(u£)u£,t + hy, [hy[ = |£2Au£,t| < CV

d2
Q-pUt = f'(u)ut,

and
u£,f(x,0) = h(x) = ut(x,0),

u£,tt(x,0) = e2Ag + f(g) = utt(x,0) + e2Ag

and the previous argument coupled with the estimate (4.1) yields the assertion

(4.2).

5. Estimating 0e - 0 and estimating Da(u£ - u) near {f = 0}.

LEMMA 5.1.   If R is sufficiently small then there exists a constant C such that

(5.1) sup|0£(x)-0(x)| <Ce
Br

for all £ sufficiently small.

PROOF. We re-examine the proof of (3.17), (3.18). It is easy to see that (3.15)

holds with 8 = Ae provided A is a sufficiently large positive number. Recalling also

(3.16), we deduce as before that (3.17) holds if 6 = Cs and s is sufficiently small.

The proof of (3.18) with 6 = Cs is similar.

In the sequel we shall need some estimates on Dau£ and Da(u£ — u) near the

blow-up surface. We begin with

LEMMA 5.2. There exist ty € (0,0(0)) and R > 0 such that, for all s suffi-
ciently small,

(5.2) c(0£(x) - t)(w+i-») < D\u£(x, t) < C((P£(x) - f)-(™+J-2)        (0 < j < 2),

(5.3) [Dau£(x, t)[ < C(0£(x) - ()-(P9+W-2)        (o < \a\ < 2)

for x e BR, ty < t < (p£(x), where c,C are positive constants, and q = 2/(p — 1).
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PROOF. To prove (5.2) we work with U£(x, t) = u£(sx, t) and establish for D\U£

estimates (as in (5.2) with 0£(x) replaced by 0£(£x)) by the method of [2]. Since

DJtu£(x,t) = DJtU£(x/s,t), the inequalities in (5.2) follow.

Consider next
Jf = C1ue,t±D^ue     (|a| = l),

JI = C2u£,tt±D^u£    (\a[ = 2).

If Cy,C2 are positive and sufficiently large, then

J?(x,ty)>0, J?t(x,ty)>0   iixeBR,

where Jf is Jf with u£ replaced by u. Consequently, by (3.9),

(5.4) Jf(x,ty)>0, Jlt(x,h)>0   HxeBR

provided s is sufficiently small. We can now proceed by a comparison argument

as in [2] (cf. also the proof of Lemma 2.2) to show that if s is small enough (so

that also |VTJf(£x,fi)| < £<7f((£x,fi), £x e BR) then J[(x,t) > 0 in the set

(UXo€Br7<'£(xo,0£(xo))) n {f > fi}. This yields the assertion (5.3) for |a| = 1

(with a different 7?). Using this information we can next establish by comparison

that J2(x, t) > 0 in the same domain as before provided C2 is suitably chosen, and

(5.3) thus follows for |a| = 2.

By (5.1) we know that

|0£(x)-0(x)|<CO£    iixeBR.

We shall choose a constant M such that M > 2GV Then

(5.5) c < ^7 ~ l <\    if x e BR, 0 < t < 0(x) - Ms
(p(x) — t       c

where c is a positive constant independent of s.

LEMMA 5.3.   The following estimates hold for ty < t < 0(x) — Ms, x e BR :

(5.6) \Da(u£-u)(x,t)\ <C£2(0(x)-f)-(p9+|Q|-2)        (0<|a|<2)

where C is a positive constant independent of s.

PROOF. We proceed as in Lemma 4.1 but use the estimates of Lemma 5.2. From

the integral representation of u£ and u in (4.6) and (4.5) we obtain, by taking the

difference,

\u£(x,t)-u(x,t)\<Cs2       /   \Aue\+       /   /'(u)|u£-u|-|-C£2
Jt, Jti Jt, Jti

where, in each integral, both integrations are in f, and u lies between u and u£.

Setting X = (p(x) — t (x fixed) and using Lemma 5.2, we obtain

\u£[<Cs2fXfXX+cfX (\)U*-;\     +Ce2
Jt. Jt. Ap«        Jt. Jt. A(p«-2)(p-!)

Cs2 fx  fl[u£-u\

-Xr>i-2+CJtJu       A2

^J^ + J J      \Ue~U\ (4>(x)~ty=L).
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Hence the function

z = I    \u£ -u\
Jt,

satisfies

z'-Cz/X<Cs2/Xpq-2,        z(t,) = 0,

from which we deduce that z < Cs2/Xpq~3. Hence

(5.7) k - u| < Cs2/((P(x) - t)p(>-2.

This establishes (5.6) for |a| = 0.

To consider the case |a| = 1 we first take Da = Dt. By differentiating the

integral representation of u£ and u with respect to f and taking the difference, we

get

\u£,t~ut[<c£      \Aue\ +      f'(u)[u£ -u[.
Jt, Jt,

Using (5.7) and Lemma 5.2, we easily estimate the right-hand side, thereby deriving

(5.6).
To estimate D"(u£ — u) for |a| = 1 we apply D% to the integral representation

of u£ — u and obtain

[Dt(u£ - u)[ < Cs2 jj |L>«Au£| + jj \f'(ue)D°u£ - f'(u)D%u\.

Estimating

[[f'(u£)-f'(u)]D«u£\

by (5.7) and Lemma 5.2 we find that

I   «v e        )\- xpq_y 1^ Jt    A(pg_2)(p_1}

We can now proceed as before to establish (5.6) (with |a| = 1). Finally, the proof

of (5.6) for |a| = 2 is similar; we argue separately in the cases D2, DtD" ([a\ = 1)

and D% (|a| = 2).

Using Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 we shall now complete the proof of (1.16).

LEMMA 5.4.   If R is sufficiently small then there exists a constant C such that

(5.8) sup|0£(x)-0(x)| <Cs2
Br

for all s sufficiently small.

PROOF. We repeat the proof of Lemma 5.1 choosing, in the comparison argu-

ment (3.14),

f0 = 0(0) - 3M£

and working in the cone K with base B5M£2 (0) on f = f0 and vertex (0,0(O)+2TW£).

Set d = 3M£. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3,

7£ = u(0,t0) + C0s2/dp'>-1 > u£(x,t0)    if x e 55M£2(0),

K°'V) 6£=ut(0,to) + Cys2/dpi>u£,t(x,to)    HxeB5M£2(0),
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if Cb,Ci are sufficiently large positive constants. Let W£(t) be the solution of

W'J = f(W)    iff>f0,

W£(t0) = i£,    W'e(t0) = 8£.

Set U£(x, t) = u£(£x, f). From the integral representation (3.1) and a comparison

argument (as in [2]) we see that if

(5 10) W'^to) + (i ~ to)W£(-to) > U:*(x>*o) + (*~ to)Ue(x,to)

+ (t-to)\VxU£(x,to)[

then

W£(t) > u£(x,t)    in K

and consequently

(5.11) 0£(O) > T£

where T£ is the blow-up time of W£(t). Since f - fo < 5M£ and |Vx(7(x,f)| =

£|Vw£(£x,f)|, (5.10) is a consequence of Lemma 5.2 provided we choose Cy to be

sufficiently large (independently of £).

Setting 7 = u(0,fo), 8 = ut(0,to) and using (2.3), we compute that

/•oo

0(0) -T£=   /    [2F(u)-2F(1) + 82]~ll2du
J~i

/•OO

-        [2F(u)-2F(l£) + 82]-1'2
J-tt

<   f ' [2F(u) - 2F(8) + 82]1/2 du
Jt

f°°     Cs2d-(3p+1)/(p~l)

+ Jle   [2F(u)-2F(1)+62]V2 ~h+l2'

Clearly

Ti<C(7£-7)/<5<^£2.

Next, substituting u = ^v into I2, we get

,  <     Cl g2        -C=2
12 -  7(p+l)3/2 d(3p+l)/(p-l)   - ^C   '

We have thus proved that 0(0) - T£ < C£2. Combining this with (5.10), it follows

that

0(O)-0£(O)<<7£2.

Similarly one proves that 0(0) - 0£(O) > -Cs2, and thus |0(O) - 0£(O)| < Cs2.

Since the above proof applies about each point x in some neighborhood of x = 0,

(5.8) follows.

6. Estimating V(0£ - qb). Denote by 0m(x) and rpm(x) the solutions of

u(x,(pm(x)) = m,        ut(x,ipm(x)) = m;

in view of Lemma 2.2, 0m(x) and ipm(x) are well defined for x e BR, provided

m is sufficiently large; R is as usual a small enough positive number.  Denote by
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TV(x), TVm(x) and Mm(x) the unit normals in the positive f-direction of the surfaces

{f = 0(x)}, {f = 0m(x)} and {f = ipm(x)} respectively. Thus, for instance,

TVm(x) = [1 + |V0ro(x)|2]-1/2(_V0m(x), 1).

For any n > 0, denote by 5^(x) the set of all unit vectors r = r(x) with

(6.2) r ■ N(x) > r?.

We claim

(6.3) |V(0m(x)-0(x))|<Cm-(3p+1'/2    HxeBR.

Indeed, analogously to (2.9) (f0 is taken close to 0(0)) 0m(x) is given by

fm      _du_

0m(X) - fo + J^ ^ [2F{u) _ 2F{u{x,to)) + (ut(a.)i()))2]l/2-

Therefore

Vu(x,t0)
V0m(x) =-

ut(x,t0)

fm       [f(u(x, f0))Vn(x, t0) - ut(x, t0)Vut(x,f0)] du

Ju(x,t0)      \2F(u) - 2F(u(x, f0)) + (ut(x, to))2]3/2

Since 0(x) = 0oo(x), we deduce that
/•OO

V(0(x)-0m(x))- /    [---[du
J m

with the same integrand as in the preceding integral. Hence
yOO J

|V(0ro(x)-0(x))|<c£   ^3^,

and (6.3) follows.

We shall next prove that

(6.4) TOm(x) - 0(x))| < Cm-<3p+1'/(p+1)    if x e BR.

Indeed, we have

u2 - u2(x, to) + 2F(u(x,to)) = 2F(u)

and F(u) has an inverse G = F~l, well defined and smooth, for all u = u(x, t) with

f > f0 (by (2.6), (2.7)). We can then write

u = G(\u2 - \u2(x,t0) + F(u(x,t0))),

and (1.7) takes the form

utt = f(G(\u2 - iu2(x,f0) + F(u(x,f0)))).

By integration we then obtain

,   , * fm dv
1pm(x) = f0 +   / .,-,!    2   ,      .   m

Jut(x,t0)f(G(\v2+a(x)))

where

o(x) = -iu2(x,f0) + F(u(x,f0)).

The same formula holds for 0(x) with m = oo. Taking the gradient of the difference,

we get
/•OO I

|VWx)-^M)|<C/i   (^+^».+^.)

and (6.4) follows.
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LEMMA 6.1.   There exist a positive constant c such that, for any n e (0,1), if

(6.5) 0(x)-f < cr?(p-i)/(3p+i)

then

(6.6) r-TV„(x,t)(x)>n/3,

(6-7) T.MMlit)(x)>n/3

for anyxeBR, re S2t?/3(x).

PROOF. From (6.3), (6.4) and Lemma 2.2,

(6.8) |V(0m-0)|<C/u(3p+1)/2<C(0-f)(3p+1)/(p-1),        m = u(x,t),

(6.9) |V(0m - 0)| < 6><3p+1)/(p+1) < C(0 - t)(8P+i)/(p-i))        m = Utrx>ty

From (6.1) we have

\N(x) - TVu(l,t)(x)| < C|V(0 - iPm)(x)[.

Using (6.8) and (6.5) we get

\N(x) - TVu(l,t)(x)| < C((P(x) - t)(3P+D/(p-D < Ccn < rj/3

if c < 1/(3C); thus (6.6) follows. The proof of (6.7) follows similarly, making use

of (6.9).

LEMMA  6.2.   There exist positive constants co,cy,Co such that for any n e

(0,1) such that

(6.10) £2 < c0r],

the following is true: if

(6.11) 2Af£ < 0(x) - f < cry(p-i)/(3p+i)>

(6.12) r e S2ri/3(x),        xeBR,

then

,ft1ox du£(x,t) ^ cyn

(b'Uj dr      ~ (0(x)-f)P«-i'

(RU) a  du£(x,t) CyT]

{       ' dt      dr       -(0(x)-f)p«'

,fiK, duA^t) Cp

(6'15) W—dr—  ~ (0(x) - f)p*

provided s is sufficiently small.

PROOF. The estimate (6.15) follows from Lemma 5.2. Next, from Lemma 6.1

we have, if r G S2n/z(x),

du(x,f)      n  du dudu(x,t)      n  dut

dr      ~ 3 dNZ'        ~dt     dr      ~ 3 dMUt'
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We also clearly have

du _      du d2u _     dut

~di~acWu m2 ~    dMUt

where
a = a(x, t) = [l + |V0m(x)|2]-1/2,    m = u(x, t),

0 = l3(x, t) = [l + [ViPm(x)[2]-xl2,    m = ut(x, t).

Recalling the estimates in (2.11), we conclude that

du crj d du cn

dr ~ (0-f)p«-!'     di dr~ ~ (qP-t)pi        {C>   >'

If we now make use of Lemma 5.3, we obtain from the last two inequalities the

inequalities (6.13), (6.14) provided £2/n is bounded by a sufficiently small con-

stant, i.e., provided (6.10) holds with Co small enough (independently of r),s). This

completes the proof of the lemma.

We now proceed to establish (1.17). Fix a point y in BR (R small) and let

ti = 0(2/) — 3M£. Denote by K the cone with base

B = {(x,ty);\x-y[<oMs2}

and vertex (y, (p(y) + 2Ms).

Ur e Sn(y) then (since 0 is smooth) r G S2r,/3(x) for any x e B5Ms2(y) provided

(6.16) £2 < n/C

and C is a sufficiently large positive constant. It follows that (6.13)-(6.15) hold on

B. We can therefore apply a comparison argument to U£(x,t) = du£(y + sx,t)/dr

(as in [2]; cf. also the proof of Lemma 5.4) and deduce that

(6.17) du£/dr>0   in K n {t < 0}

provided (6.16) holds with C large enough. Since K contains (y,(p£(y)) in its

interior, we see from (6.17) that ue is increasing along any direction t(t € Sr,(y)),

in some neighborhood of (y,(p£(y)). This means that the direction of V(p£(y) and

V<p(y) differ by at most 77. Thus

|V(0£-0)|<n    at y.

The constant rj was subject only to the constraints (6.10), (6.11) for any x e

B5Me2(y) with (p(y) — t = 3Ms, and (6.16). Thus we can choose n = Cs2, where

C is a sufficiently large positive constant, and then (1.17) follows.

REMARK 6.1. Using Lemma 5.4 we can extend the estimates of Lemma 5.3 to

fi < f < 0(x) - TVf£2, and of Lemma 6.2 under the condition 2M£2 < 0(x) - f <

CT)(P-i)/(3p+i) instead of (6.n). if we now f0now the proofs of (1.16), (1.17) with

these improved lemmas (using, for instance, in the proof of (1.17), cones with base

B on t = ty = (p(y) - 3Ms2 given by B = {(x,fi); \x-y] < 5M£3}), we do not get

any improvements of the estimates (1.16), (1.17).

7. The case 0(0) = 00. In this section we consider the case where 0(0) = 00

but 0(x) < 00 if x G 73r\{0} for some T? > 0. By Lemma 1.3 for any x0 € T3/{\{0}

there exists 80 = 8o(\xo\) and £0 = £o(^o, |x0|) positive such that there is a unique

solution u£(x,f) with blow-up surface f — 0£(x) if x e 7?^(x,0) and 0 < s < Sq;
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however £0 may go to zero if x0 —► 0. On the other hand, for TV = 1, 0£ is finite

for all x e BR or even for all x G R1 with |0£(x)| < 1/e (by [1]).

For simplicity we take

(7.1) f(u) = (u+)p,        p>l,

and consider first the case where

N

(7.2) g(x) > 0   in BR\{0},        g(x) = ]£ a%x2 + 0(\x[3)   where a, > 0 Vi,

t=i

N

(7.3) h(x) > 0   in BR\{0},        h(x) = ^ fox] + 0(|x|3)    where & > 0 Vi.
i=l

We further assume that if TV = 2 or TV = 3 then the solution u£ (x, t) with finite-

valued blow-up surface f = 0£(x) exist for all x e BR.

THEOREM 7.1. Under the foregoing assumptions, there exist positive constants

Co, Cy such that

(7.4) cos-" < 0£(x) < eys'"    where a = 2(p- l)/3p - 1.

PROOF. We shall construct a subsolution t>£(x, f) with blow-up surface f = ip£(x)

such that

(7.5) iP£(0) = cis~".

Similarly we shall construct a supersolution w£(t) with blow-up time T£,

(7.6) T£ > c0s~a.

Since w£ > u£ > v£,

(7.7) t/.£(0) >Te> c0s-",

and the proof of (6.4) will be completed.

Observe that the domain of dependence of a point (0, T) with T ~ cs"" is a

cone whose base on {f = 0} is BRo where Ro ~ c£1_(T. Therefore, in constructing

v£ and w£ we need to define their Cauchy data only in a ball {|x| < Cs1'"} with

an appropriate positive constant C.

We take

(7.8) v£(x,t) = (l+t)8[x[2+ k(t)

where 8 is a small positive constant and k is the solution of

(7.9) k" = kp + 28Ns2t   if f > 0,        jfc(0) = k'(0) = 0.

It is easy to check that d£v£ < vp. In order to compare the Cauchy data, we

work with U£(x,t) = u£(£x,f) and V£(x,f) = i>£(£x,f). Denote by G£ the function

defined by (3.3) with g = g(sx), h = h(sx), and denote by G the function defined

by (3.3) with g = h = <5£2|x|2. Using the integral representations (3.1) for U£ and

V£, and noting that G > G if 8 is small enough, we deduce by comparison (cf. [2])

that U£ > Ve, i.e., u£ > v£.
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The function K(t) = X2/^-ph(Xt) where A = s~" satisfies

K" = Kp + 28Nt,        K(0)=K'(0) = 0

and it blows up in some finite time C\. Therefore A;(f) blows up in time cys~a', and

(7.5) follows.

We next construct a supersolution w£(t),

w" = w%    for f > 0,
(7 io) e2)
V'    ; w£(0) = w'£(0) = As2^~a\        A>0.

If A is sufficiently large then, using the representation (3.1) for U£(x,t) and w£(f)

we deduce that w£ > u£ in K£(0, T) for T = cyS~°'. Thus it remains to prove that

w£ blows up in time T£ > coS~~" for some 0 < Co < cy.

Now, from (7.10) we get, by integration,

1 inP+1      A2

where o(l) —► 0 if s —+ 0; hence

f°° dw -<j
Te ~ A««(>-) [2^P+V(p + l) + A2£4(i-")]i/2 - Co£    •

We shall next consider the case where g and h vanish to higher order at x = 0.

We take TV = 1 and assume that

(7.11) g(x) > 0, g"(x) > 0   for |x| near 0,

and

(712) n(x) = /?|xr + 0(|xr+1),

/i'(x) = n/?|x|n-2x + 0(|x|n),        0>O,

where n is a positive number > 2.

Set

(7.13) a = {l + (p+l)/n(p-l)}-1.

THEOREM 7.2.   Let N = 1 and let (7.1), (7.11), (7.12) hold.   Then there exist

positive constants Co,cy such that (7.4) holds with a given by (7.13).

Notice that for n = 2 this is an improvement of Theorem 7.1 for TV = 1, since

the condition (7.11) is weaker than (7.2).

PROOF. We represent u£ in the form

1 1    fx+£t
u£(x,t) = -[g(x + st) + g(x - st)] + — / h(y)dy

(7.14) Jx-et

V         '                                               1      rt   fx+e(t-r)

+ rJ (u+)p(y,r)dydr.
i£ Jo   Jx-e(t-r)

By differentiation,

u£,t(x, t) = £-[g'(x + st) - g'(x - st)] + -[h(x + st) + h(x - st)]

(7-15) * t
+ 2 J   Ku+)P(x + £(t ~ 0, r) + (u+)p(x - s(t - r), r)] dr.
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Using (7.14) and the assumption g(x) > 0 for x near 0, we get

1    fx+£l"

(7.16) u£(x, s~a) > — / h(y) dy > ps~asn^-^    if \x\ < R
2s Jx-£i-*

provided R is small; a is some positive constant.

Next, since g" > 0, we obtain from (7.15),

(7.17) u£,t(x,£-CT) > /?£n(1"CT)/4    if \x\ < R.

We now compare u£(x,s~a + t) with the solution v£(t) of

v" = vp,        t> 0,

v£(0)=v'£(0) = 1os^1^\        7o = /?/4.

This solution blows up at time T(70£"(1_<7), 70£n(1_CT)) where T(~f,8) is defined

by (2.3). It is easily computed that the blow-up time is bounded from above by

c(e-n(i-CT)-)(p-i)/(p+i)        rC positive constant),

which is equal to Cs~" (with another positive constant C), by the definition of a

in (7.13). Hence

(7.18) 0£(O) <S-° + C*S-° = CyS-° (Cy = l + C).

In order to estimate 0£(O) from below it is sufficient (in view of (7.18)) to use the

initial data only in the interval {|x| < eys1-"}. Thus we can use the same function

w£ as in (7.10) for a supersolution. Proceeding as in the argument following (7.10),

we then derive the lower estimate in (7.4) with a as in (7.13).

REMARK. The above proof extends to TV = 2,3 and say

(7.19) g(x)~a\x\n,    h(x) ~ /3|x|n        (a > 0, 0 > 0)

provided we already know that

(7.20) ue(x,t) > 0,        uSzt(x,t) > 0

for |x| < Cs1-*, 0 < t < s~"; we use here the representation (3.1) for both u£

and u£j- However the usual method for proving (7.20) (by using the representation

(3.1), as in [2]) does not extend to the present situation where (7.19) holds, even

for f small.
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